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Malting Barley – some trades left and right have been done this week in Scandinavia 

and France for crop 2019, with prices slightly lower but not slipping as much as before. 

UK prices new crop are of course undiscussed. The weather in France remains wet with 

warmer temperatures, which means the soils are wet and muddy which is not optimal 

for plantings so far. It’s not a big problem so far as the planting window just starts, 

however it explains why first hands are not pushing to sell. Prices remain on the low 

side, especially looking at the premiums. Spring malting barley trades with hardly any 

premium above wheat. Additionally there is still the inverse compared to the crop 2018 

and could attract more buying interest.  

  

 

Grains – USDA will come up with the first report after the shutdown on Friday next 

week (8th of February). Maybe markets will get some fresh input from that. Until then it’s 

again all about world politics. There was some concern raised on potential frost 

damages in the US, but up to now it can only be guessing as it is too early to assess 

damages. Usually frost damage fears are mostly overestimated. Egypt’s GASC bought 

360K mt of wheat this weak for delivery second half of March 19. Of note was not so 

much that prices were abt. 2,- usd/mt less than previously, but that France was back in 

the game at competitive prices (180K mt was French origin) and that Russia was far 

away from being competitive this time. This supports of course ideas that the Russian 

export pace will slow down … to be observed …  

 Have a good weekend. 
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